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A diphthong is two vowel-like sounds within the
rhyme of a single syllable, such as English buy [baI],
bough [bao], boy [bOI]:
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We ignore here sequences of vowels in separate sylla-
bles, so that boing [bOIN] has a diphthong but Boeing
[bo.IN] does not. We ignore as well purely orthograph-
ic diphthongs like those in guest [gEst], laugh [læf],
and thought [yO:t], which are monophthongs spelled
as diphthongs.

At least one member of a diphthong is a vowel and
there is often disagreement as to whether the other
sound is a vowel in the nucleus of the syllable [aI, ao,
OI] or a consonant in the coda [aj, aw, Oj]. Because
the exact degree of stricture of the second element
may vary considerably, [I, i, j] or [o, u, w], and be-
cause there is no agreed-upon relation between the
stricture of a sound and the phonetic symbol used to
represent it, the decision to treat a given diphthong as
vowel-vowel or as vowel-glide is often decided pho-
nologically, by how the sounds pattern, rather than
phonetically, by specifics of their articulation or acous-
tics. Languages rarely if ever contrast vowel-vowel
diphthongs with vowel-glide diphthongs, so the ques-
tion is probably moot as far as distinguishing differ-
ences in meaning is concerned. About a third of the
world’s languages have diphthongs, most (such as
French) have only monophthongs [a, i], and a few
reportedly have triphthongs [uaI, uiu]. No language
is reported to have tetraphthongs, pentaphthongs, or
the like.

Acoustically, diphthongs involve a trajectory across
the vowel space, shown most clearly in the first two
formants (yellow lines below). This trajectory is what
distinguishes diphthongs from long vowels such as [i:]
and [u:]. The percentage of a diphthong devoted to
transition between the two vowels may be relatively
small, so that the vowels appear fairly distinct [aI], or
relatively large, so that the vowels seem to coalesce
into a single trajectory [ ]:
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yThis degree of coarticulation varies within speakers
(as here) and across languages so that the transition
period in Arabic [ai, au] is only about 20% of the
diphthong (like [aI] above), while the transition peri-
od in English can be as high as 75% of the diphthong
(like [ ] above). This is apparent if we superimpose
the F1 and F2 lines from above on Arabic [ai]:
(3)
 aPalestinian Arabic (South Levantine Spoken
Arabic) zai ‘letter z’
on
No language, however, contrasts such diphthongs:
there seems to be no language in which [b ] means
one thing, with its vowels coarticulated, and [bai]
means another, with its vowels relatively distinct.
The articulatory and acoustic targets of a diphthong’s
endpoints may be undershot, so that /ai/ is realized as
[aI, ae, eI] or the like. In terms of the relative sonority
of the two sounds involved, diphthongs may fall [ai,
ao], rise [ia, oa], or plateau [iu, oe]. Some languages
have centering diphthongs that move from the edges
of the vowel space towards the center, such as RP
English, where /ir/ and /ur/ are pronounced with a
diphthong that ends in the central vowel [e]: ‘beer’
[bie], ‘poor’ [pue].

Most languages have fewer diphthongs than
monophthongs. The Maastricht dialect of Dutch,
for instance has 21 monophthongs but only three
diphthongs (Gussenhoven & Aarts, 1999). It seems
that no language has all the diphthongs one could get
by pairing each of the vowels of the language with
all others, i.e., no language with five monophthongs
 (2006), vol. 3, pp. 601–603 
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(a, e, i, o, u) has 20 diphthongs (ai, ei, oi, ui, ea, ei, eo,
eu, etc.). Brazilian Portuguese (Cagliari, 1977) has
more diphthongs (13, not counting nasal diphthongs)
than it has short stressed monophthongs (seven) but
still far fewer than if every vowel occurred with every
other vowel in a diphthong (42).

 

(4)
 Brazilian Portuguese: diphthongs ending in [I]

xeIs
 

‘kings’
 xEIs
 ‘cents’

boI
 ‘bull’
 dOI
 ‘it hurts’

paI
 ‘father’
 fuI
 ‘I went’
Of particular interest here are pairs [xeIs, xEIs] and
[boI, dOI], which differ primarily in the backness of
the first half of the diphthong:
(5)
 Brazilian Portuguese
Similarly delicate contrasts are found with
diphthongs ending in [o]:
(6)
 Brazilian Portuguese: diphthongs ending in [o]

seo
 ‘yours’
 sEo
 ‘sky’
 e
soo
 ‘I am’
 sOo
 ‘sun’

sAo
 ‘salt’
 suo
 ‘south’

vio
 ‘s/he saw’
or'
s PMany languages have both rising (ia, ua) and fall-

ing (ai, au) diphthongs, despite occasional published
claims to the contrary. Thus Hmong Daw (White
Hmong) has three rising diphthongs (ai, au, ai$) and
two falling (ia, ua):
(7)
 hHmong Daw: falling and rising diphthongs
Aut
Diphthongs behave like two vowels in most lan-
guages with respect to height (ei/ie contrast), round-
ing/backness (oe/eo contrast), stress (diphthongs
attract it if long vowels do), and tones (diphthongs can
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carry two tones if long vowels do). Diphthongs
behave like one vowel with respect to phonation
type (a

D
I/aI

˜
do not contrast, a

¨
I/aI

¨
do not contrast), na-

salization (ãI/aĨ do not contrast), and tenseness/lax-
ness (eI/Ei do not contrast). Note that the Brazilian
Portuguese contrast between [xeIs] ‘kings’ and [xEIs]
‘cents’ hinges on whether the centering that distin-
guishes [E] from [e] occurs only in the first half of
the zdiphthong ‘kings’ or throughout ‘cents’; it does
not hinge on whether the feature is in the first half or
the second, which does not seem to contrast in any
language.

Diphthongs count as long in most languages,
though some languages such as Ancient Greek had
contrasting short and long diphthongs, such that
short [oi] behaved like a short vowel and long [oi]
behaved like a long vowel. Certain dialects of Mixe
have a three-way length contrast among diphthongs
(Suárez, 1983):
uist
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[ oi]
006), vol
l ‘although’

[ o:i]
 ‘he went’

[ o::i]
 a‘very’
rso
nSome vowel sequences that appear to be diphthongs

are actually spread across the onset and nucleus
of a syllable and should not be confused with
the real thing. Thus, Romanian contrasts glide-
vowel sequences (ja, wa) with acoustically very
similar vowel-vowel sequences (ea, oa), but the for-
mer have the glide (j, w) in the onset, while the
latter are fully contained in the nucleus (Chitoran,
2002). Similarly for Hmong Daw, which contrasts
a glide þ vowel sequence [jǎ] with a real diphthong
[ı̀á]:
(9)
 Hmong Daw: fake and real diphthongs
The property of being a diphthong never spreads
to nearby vowels, suggesting that it is not a feature
of vowels in the same way that height and backness
are. In many languages, the vowels within a root,
stem, or word must agree in height, backness, round-
ing, nasality, or tongue root features, but nothing
like this occurs with diphthongs. We find no
. 3, pp. 601–603 
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language in which polysyllabic roots, stems, or words
contain either monophthongs or diphthongs but
not both. This suggests that the trajectory within a
diphthong is not a distinctive and transferable
property of diphthongs but a result of the co-
articulation of two vowels within the same syllable
nucleus.

Diphthongs often arise from monophthongs, as
during the Great Vowel Shift, when long high vowels
(i:, u:) became diphthongs (aI, ao) in English:
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Modern English
wi:f, li:f,
stri:f
waIf, laIf,
straIf
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‘
house, mouse,
louse’
Conversely, monophthongs may arise from
diphthongs: in many dialects of the American south,
[aI] has monophthongized into [a:] in words like tide
[tha:d] and tie [tha:].

Despite the fact that diphthongs are relatively
marked sounds in the languages of the world, some
children acquire them very early on. Stoel-Gammon
and Dunn (1985) reported on a number of English-
speaking children whose first words included the
diphthongs [aI] or [ao]:
(11)
 Daniel (12 months)

[nænæ]
 ‘banana’

[(d)ai]
 ‘light’
 e

[ V o ]
 ‘uh-oh’

[wesæ]
 ‘what’s that?’
 PSarah (11 months)
  

[bebi]
 ‘baby’
 s
[baIbaI]
 ‘bye-bye’
 '
[dOgi]
 ‘doggie’
 r
[dus]
 ‘juice’

[mama]
 ‘mama’
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[dæ, dV, dau]
 ‘down’

[di]
 ‘light’

[tsis, yiz]
 ‘shoes’

[V o, hVho]
 ‘uh-oh’
From out of the mouths of babes like these comes
evidence that diphthongs are a natural part of human
languages, more so than their relative scarcity in
languages might otherwise suggest.
See also: Phoneme; Complex Segments.
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